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About This Content
The diminutive Class 2F Dock Tank is here for Train Simulator, developed by MeshTools.
The 0-6-0T short wheelbase tank engine was designed by Sir Henry Fowler for the London, Midland and Scottish Railway
(LMS) who were responsible for operating lines on a number of docks. The short wheelbase of the locomotive made them an
ideal candidate to traverse the sharp curves found on these docks, something other tank engines could not able do.
Only 10 of the Class were built between 1928 and 1929 at the Derby Works and their design was typical of other dock tanks,
although unusually they incorporated outside cylinders. The Class saw service after nationalisation and some were allocated to
Scottish depots, where they operated on branch lines as well as docks. However, withdrawals began in 1959 and by 1964 all had
been removed from service.
The Class 2F Dock Tank for Train Simulator, developed by MeshTools, is available in a number of BR and LMS liveries, and
features notched reverser with reverser catch, realistic steam brake and reverser dynamics, dynamic smoke and steam effects,
exterior animations and animated brake rigging. Also included are a variety of freight wagons.
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The locomotive is also Quick Drive compatible, giving you the freedom to drive the Class 2F Dock Tank on any Quick Drive
enabled route for Train Simulator, such as those available through Steam. Also included are scenarios specifically for the
Falmouth Branch route (available separately and required to play these scenarios).

Scenarios
Three scenarios for the Falmouth Branch route:

The Last Haul
Truro Falmouth Freight
You Can Smell the Fish
More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out
now!
Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features
Class 2F Dock Tank in LMS and BR liveries
Notched reverser with reverser catch
Realistic steam brake
Realistic reverser dynamics
Dynamic smoke and steam effects
Exterior animations
Animated brake rigging
BR freight wagons
Quick drive compatible
Scenarios for the Falmouth Branch route
Download size: 270mb
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Title: Train Simulator: Class 2F Dock Tank Loco Add-On
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
MeshTools
Publisher:
Dovetail Games - Trains
Franchise:
Train Simulator
Release Date: 10 Jul, 2014
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8
Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)
Memory:2 GB RAM
Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)
DirectX®:9.0c
Hard Drive:6 GB HD space
Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible
Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection
Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos
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Ah, the Luxor series... It's MumboJumbo's answer to PopCap Games' popular Zuma series. Both games are about destroying
trails of rolling balls by effectively matching 3 balls of the same color by shooting a ball straight into the moving formation. I
used to own Luxor 2 on the X-Box 360 and thought that it was superior compared to Zuma on the same platform - I regretfully
sold the compilation disc that it resided in with my back-up 360 a couple of years ago. Luxor 2 was special because it felt more
like a shoot-'em-up: you control a ship at the bottom of the screen and it helped that the game offered plenty of crazy powerups. When Luxor Evolved, the latest in the series, was released on Steam yesterday, I immediately inducted it into my Game
Library. I could have easily gotten the past entries of the series because they are available on Steam but I just couldn't help
myself with this release because when I watched the trailer, I had a feeling that the game would be very good... and it is!
So, the Luxor games have always had a story element to them but this one abandons all of that and transports itself deep into
space. Maybe it senses that Egypt is about to become a theocratic nation, which is a very good reason to flee that place, just
saying. So the game is really about getting the highest score possible as you are presented with progressively complex action
stages. The goal is still the same - you must destroy the formations of colored "spheres" from reaching your "pyramid". They
travel along trails that are visible on screen to help you plan out your move. You are given one colored sphere at a time to shoot
at the formations. Destroying a formation will result in an explosion of fruits and things that you can collect to further boost
your score. There are power-ups to assist you in your task and the more you progress in the game, the crazier these power-ups
become. The game is faster now and if you look closely, it is easier to combo match this time around. The game sends out
spherical formations in short bursts and getting rid of a certain part of each formation usually will result in them collapsing in
their entirety. The fast-paced gameplay definitely makes the game feels more like an action game than it is a puzzle game and
that makes Luxor Evolved a lot more fun.
But let's not kid ourselves here... The gameplay is just half of the reason why Luxor Evolved totally rocks. Look at its graphics!
With silky smooth 60fps animation and a striking neon-infused, wire-frame retro art style, Luxor Evolved is successful in
ensuring that it will remain beautiful forever! Its references to the classic games of old are fun to both discover and appreciate.
The loud, pumping space-age soundtracks that mix well with the action and reaction of the gameplay complete the entire
experience. The mesmerizing visuals and the game's infinite replayability have resulted in the first must play title of the year
2012. MumboJumbo may claim themselves to be the "Premium Casual Games" developer and there is nothing wrong with that
but with Luxor Evolved, they have finally made a real mark in the gaming universe.. Playing gta 5 on ultra settings has better fps
than this game. This is an oddly addictive title. I didn't really get into the first, but this one grabs you from the start. It's very
much a "just one more turn" game. It can be incredily frustrating, but because of that doing well is incredily rewarding. Also,
the graphics are absolutely gorgeous.
Really fairly priced and makes it definitely worth it. It already feels very polished for an early access game.. Good job\uff01 It
is easy to use ! but there are some suggestions:
1 .please provide several skydome options, or allow custom sky (such as custom color or HDRI), now the sky looks....creepy
2 .does not support the alpha channel texture, so, the trees(PNG texture with alpha channel) can not rendering correctly
3.please support SKP format
4 .rendering mode is too flat, often can not distinguish the volume
. The screenshots and description make this sound like some kind of story-heavy tactical RPG - like any number of Atlas games,
or the Fire Emblem series.
Well, I just spent two and a half hours reading to get to a part of the game where I could actually do any tactical battling. During
that period, I only had a few decision points and I have seen no sign that any of them mattered. Once I did get to the battle, I
found it ot be simultaneously too easy and too hard.
* Too easy, because if you play defensively then you can basically be an invincible turtle. And then your post-battle score will be
crap.
* Too hard, because if you push ahead fast you risk either running out of skill uses or you'll mess up your formation and get
wiped out.
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All this might be forgivable if the writing were good, or the visuals were better. Neither of those holds true. The
protagonist/narrator repeatedly breaks the "show, don't tell" rule when it comes to describing the people around him. Said
people are kinda boring and archetypal, when they aren't outright weird. And whenever anything visually interesting is
happening outside the context of a battle, the game rarely bothers to give you more than a token description against a dull image
of the setting or a plain black background.
I can see the potential here. I can see how complex and interesting battles could be built with this system. I can see how a
compelling narrative about family and suffering under oppression could be told with these characters. I can imagine a really cool
anime being made from these visual designs and action sequences. But I feel that potential has not been realized.
Maybe it gets better later on, but I cannot be arsed to find out.
(Also, as a matter of personal preference, I dislike the art style. It's hard for me to get engaged by all the cutesy stuff that
happens with the various girls in the game when they all look like inhuman mutants - especially the smaller ones. And that part
where an underage girl jumped me in the bath while calling me "Papa!" was just weird.)
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I think I like what this game was trying to do, but unfortunately, the execution was lacking. I can feel the potential, and I really
wanted to like it.
The interactivity is almost non-existant, and what's there is poorly implemented. Clicking on things usually had no effect, even
when the cursor changed, making me think that there was some interaction with the object the mouse was over. Sometimes,
clicking would inexplicably skip dialog, making me miss things, other times, nothing would happen. The game appeared to keep
going regardless of what I did, and the events in the game rarely had anything to do with the things I clicked on.
Overall, this left me feeling confused and frustrated.. Rick Grimes here.. I'm really liking Lovely Planet Arcade. If the first
game controlled more like Quake, this one is more like old school DOOM or Wolfenstein 3D. They simplified a lot, but they
turned up the puzzle factor a ton. Some enemies will slow down time, others will teleport you to their location, and some will
require you to jump to get over their armor. You have to kill enemies in the right order, the right way, and quickly. The trailer
doesn't really do it justice. I was really worried about the removal of the y-axis and the limited jump, but I feel this game stands
on its own. It's definitely worth the $5 if you're into arcade titles like this. For some reason, they left out the leaderboard. I hope
they plan on patching it in, because I loved comparing my scores with my friends.
Don't buy it if you need a storyline and lots of cutscenes.
Do buy if you're a cool person with some patience. It's fun.. It's a fun game, for what it is...I can't give a classic like Bejeweled a
negative review. That being said, Bejeweled 2 Deluxe is FAR superior to this older version (Bejeweled 2 Deluxe has more
gameplay modes, better graphics, etc.). Not that there is anything wrong with this version, but since the newer versions are so
much better you'd basically be wasting your money buying this one. I guess if you wanted it for nostalgic reasons or you
REALLY dig 800x600 resolution you could buy this...otherwise, stick to the newer versions of Bejeweled. This one is simply
obsolete. Still, it's a great game for its time.. Don't get me wrong, I love mahjong, but this game really was lacking for me. There
is a lot of misspellings in the dialogue, the story is pretty meh, and some of the layouts are so ridiculously hard that it is
frustrating.
There is much better mahjong games out there.. Fun game. Towering + Tower Defense and Coop. dads a god agme. The nonserious, overly comic style of writing may be enjoyable by some and not by others. However, dying in a random way when two
options are given, with no idea what can or should happen, more than two hours into the story in the seventh chapter and no
having a chance to even re-start that chapter, instead being forced to start again from the very first page, is not something
anyone should enjoy.
. Wow, it's WeeaBejeweled
To sum up the game, there's some weird looking things talking about a "story" that I skipped, and you match anime portraits like
every tile matching game ever, except there are no bonuses for 4 or 5 in a row and no special items. It's just match 3 or more.
There are probably hundreds of free games of the same type that have much more content. Not worth anything.
Also I tried turning off the music and I couldn't. It would just reset every time I resumed.
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